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Tim, circa 1975

(not actually Tim)



• thick paper with multiple sections (national & international news, 
opinion, sports, “women’s,” comics, classifieds, etc.) 

• “one paper for everybody” 

• big downtown office building with hundreds of reporters and 
hundreds more distribution, etc. workers  

• family owned (Batten family) since the early 20th century 

• Took over and merged with an afternoon paper (The Ledger-Star), 
and then killed the afternoon paper, making the Pilot the only 
newspaper in town 

• loaded with advertising — extremely profitable 



Tim, 2019



• online only, focused almost entirely on (local and provincial) hard news and 
investigation 

• operated via laptop computers with no office; one employee and about a 
dozen freelancers 

• personally owned (by me) since 2014 

• one of about a dozen competing local news publications, all either online 
only (allnovascotia) or with an online component  

• no advertising; only revenue source is subscribers  —  a shoestring operation 



The legacy newspapers are failing 





What happened?



Don’t blame 
the internet!

(entirely)





The changes in the news media 
industry reflect what was 
happening with the larger 

economy.



The rise of the modern 
finance industry and 

business management
• Marquette Nat. Bank of Minneapolis v. First of Omaha Service Corp. (1978) 

• elections of Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher 

• deregulation (especially of the finance industry) that characterized the 1980s 

• junk bonds used to buy corporations, resulting in bankruptcies and asset 
sales, or alternatively mergers and consolidations 

• the rise of the MBA





Pacific Lumber Company
• Simon Jones Murphy Sr.  
— born in Maine in 1815, became a logger 
— all the trees disappeared so he moved to Michigan in 
1866 and started logging there 
— all the trees disappeared in Michigan, so he moved to 
California and in 1905 took control of Pacific Lumber 

• by the 1930s, Pacific Lumber had instituted “sustainable 
logging” policies with 100-year planning horizon 

• workers were well-paid, with job security and pensions  

• jobs would last “forever”



1985: enter Charles Hurwitz



• trees are assets to be sold off for immediate profit, not banked 
for future profit 

• clear-cutting reinstituted, no regard for future planning 

• boom in (temporary) employment, but lower pay and no 
pensions 

• mills retooled for smaller trees, then closed entirely as milling 
moved to Japan 

• bankruptcy in January 2007 (it took just 21 years to liquidate 
the forests of northern California and Oregon)



Newspaper Industry
• most cities/towns had a family owned (or managed) 
newspaper from the early 20th century into the 1980s and 
1990s (some beyond) 

• paternalistic management — relatively good pay, job 
security, pensions, sick leave, etc. 

• somewhat forward-looking, as new technology was 
explored and sometimes embraced, worker training, 
upgrades to printing plants, etc. 

• tied with the community (very often, too tied)  

• the reputation of the family and the newspaper in the 
community  was important



The business model
• very large news rooms with hundreds of employees 
• news focused on local issues and concerns  
• “paper of record”: school boards, city planning 

commissions, local business, obits, vital stats, etc. 
• reporters given time to develop stories 
• investigative teams 
• large paper with appeal to everyone 
• nearly everyone subscribed/read the paper, daily 
• subscription, box, & retail revenue paid for 

distribution 
• advertising revenue paid for operations and profit 
• investment in future projects & technology



In the western U.S.:  
William Dean Singleton



• bought up multiple newspapers, consolidated newsrooms, sales 
staffs, printing presses 
• newsrooms slashed 
• investigative teams eliminated 
• no longer the “paper of record”; increasingly reliance on regional 
“copy” that could be shared across papers 
• cut worker pay, reduced benefits, slashed pension funds, no job 
security 
• closed papers completely 
• demanded very high profits — 20% annual returns and more — at 
the expense of future planning (no investment in technology, etc.) 
• no real relationship with the community 
• a view that advertisers had nowhere else to go, so there was no 
risk from slicing operations 

• as with trees, newspapers were simply assets to be mined, not 
valued for themselves 



Rupert Murdoch



In Canada:  
Paul Godfrey & Conrad Black



This all happened 
before the internet!



The news media industry 
before wide-spread 

adoption of the internet:
• newspapers were regarded as simple business assets 
and not as valuable institutions in their own right 

• short-term profits were prioritized over long-term 
planning; no investment in worker training, equipment, 
etc. 

• no real connection to the community



Then: the internet



• because they had failed to plan for change, 
newspapers were caught flat-footed and were two 
decades behind the technological changes 

• classified sales lost completely 

• online advertising can target specific demographics 
through niche publications and non-news sites 

• Facebook and Google dominate the advertising 
markets 

• no longer the need for “one paper for everybody” 



Wayne MacPhail Wilson Southam

• Southam family owned the Hamilton Spectator 
since the late 19th century 

• by the 1980s the Southam chain was largest in 
Canada 

• Wilson created InfoLab, with MacPhail as lead 
• in 1991, InfoLab was producing digital media 
• the project was shut down when the Southam 

chain was sold to… Conrad Black



My view:
• With the exception of a handful of very large national and 
international newspapers (The New York Times, The Washington 
Post, The Guardian) that can successfully transition to the 
internet, most legacy newspapers will collapse in the very near 
future. 

• The traditional 20th century-type daily city newspaper will not 
exist, anywhere. 

• Some daily newspapers will survive as weekly ad sheets 
without significant news, and others will move to the internet with 
varying degrees of success, but will not at all resemble their 
20th century predecessors. 



• created in 1949 
• owned by the Dennis family  
• in a one newspaper town, the “paper of record” 
• large downtown building with 100s of employees 
• not a great paper 
• paternalistic attitude towards employees



• failed to anticipate tech changes 
• 1990s: Sarah Dennis has increasing role (Graham Dennis 

retired in 2010, died in 2011) 
• 2002: sold the downtown building, moved to the suburbs 
• 2003: purchased $23 million printing press 
• 2010: Sarah Dennis marries Mark Lever; he becomes CEO 
• virulently anti-union, multiple staff reductions, strikes 
• begins expansion of firm, buying regional papers 
• mergers, consolidations, layoffs, conversions to ad sheets 
• increasing focus on flier business, cross-product advertising 
• 2017: forms SaltWire, buys every Transcon paper in NS, PEI, 

and NL



My prediction:

SaltWire likely won’t make it through 2019, and the 
Chronicle Herald will limp along in some form, but not as 

the traditional daily newspaper.





• value reporting as an end in itself, not as just another asset to 
be mined 
• profit is not the primary goal, or even a goal at all 
• success is not maximum return to distant shareholders or big 
salaries for CEOs with MBAs 
• success is informing the local public 
• reconnect with the community 
• readers care about journalism and will spend money to 
support it 

• the internet is the delivery model because it is inexpensive 
and requires little infrastructure 
• experiment with different business models and formats — not 
every community is the same! 



• Curt Guyette was a reporter at a struggling legacy 
newspaper in Detroit 

• hired as an investigative reporter by ACLU–Michigan 
• given complete editorial independence, could choose 

his own projects 
• uncovered the Flint water crisis

Journalism supported by NGOs



Journalism sponsored by unions

• founded in 2003 by David Beers 
• focuse on long-form journalism 
• $500-$600,000 annual budget 
• 28% sale of equity, 46% reader funding 
• B.C. Federation of Labour contributes $300,000 

annually 



Crowd-funded “pop-up” journalism



Crowd-funded deep coverage of 
City Hall



Soft paywall 







• was well-known locally 
• house paid off 
• no kids 

• started the Halifax Examiner, Inc. in 2014 with $10,000 
• had ~$3,000 in the bank by the time the site went live 
• now: no outstanding bills, no debt, all taxes paid 

• advertising is the devil 
• entirely supported by subscriptions 
• basic subscription is $10/month, but other options 
• joint subscriptions with the Cape Breton Spectator 
• revenue is increasing 

• I take a dividend payment when we can afford it 
• one employee who gets paid above the living wage, plus health care 
• freelancers are paid well and immediately 
• in a position to hire a full-time reporter 

• the future looks good 



Questions? 

Drinks?


